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Abstract.

Suppose at time 0 eac h site of Zd contains one particle, which starts to perform a
con tinuous time random walk. The particles interact only at times when a particle
jumps to an already occupied site: if there are j particles present, then the jumping
particle is removed from the system with probability pj . We assume that pj is
increasing in j. In an earlier paper we proved that if the dimension d is at least 6,
then p(t) := Pfthere is at least one particle at the origin at time tg � C(d)=t, with
C(d) an explicitly identi�ed constant. We also conjectured that the result holds for
d � 3. In the present paper we sho w that, under the quite natural condition that the
number of particles per site is bounded, this is indeed the case.

The key step in the proof is to improve a certain variance bound, which is needed
to estimate the error terms in an approximate di�erential equation for p(t). We do
this b y making more re�ned use of coupling methods and (correlation) inequalities.
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1. Introduction.
In the basic coalescing random walk (CRW) model particles move according to

continuous time (rate 1) simple random walks: a particle waits an exponentially
(with mean 1) distributed time, and then jumps with equal probabilities to one of
its 2d neighbour sites. When a particle jumps to a site which is already occupied,
the two particles coalesce to a single particle, which continues its random walk
until it meets again another particle etc. The coalescence of particles is their only
interaction. These and related models, like the annihilating random walk where
two particles which meet do not coalesce but annihilate each other, and modi�ed
models with two types of particles where only particles of di�erent type interact,
are partly motivated by the study of chemical reactions, population dynamics etc.
Another motivation for the basic CRW is its dual model, the so-called voter model.
See the introduction of van den Berg and Kesten (2000) (in the remainder of this
paper abbreviated as [BK]) and the references there.

Let
p(t) := Pf0 is occupied at time tg;

when the initial con�guration has one particle at each site. Bramson and Gri�eath
(1980), have shown for the basic CRW with d � 3,

p(t) � 1

dt
; (1.1)

where

d = Pfsimple random walk in Zd never returns to the origin

after �rst leaving itg: (1.2)

They also give the (di�erent) asymptotic behavior of p(t) for d = 1 or 2, but we are
only concerned with d � 3 here. Their proof made heavy use of the duality with the
voter model (and in particular of a result by Sawyer (1979) for the latter model),
and seems not to be very robust. In [BK] an alternative method is presented which
is based on a natural and intuitive heuristics, and we think this method is, in some
sense, quite robust.

We give here a short outline of the heuristics in the case of the basic CRW; see
Section 1 of [BK] for more details. First of all, it is not hard to see that the forward
equation for p(t) is

d

dt
p(t) = �Pf0 and e1 are occupied at time tg;

where e1 denotes the site (1; 0; : : : ; 0). Next, note that if 0 and e1 are occupied
at time t, then the particles at these two sites must have been at some sites x
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and y, respectively, at the earlier time t � �, and the paths of the particles from
x to 0 and from y to e1 must not have coincided during [t � �; t]. Intuitively
one has to take, on one hand, � large with t so that only the contributions from
pairs x; y far apart play a role, and on the other hand one has to take � much
smaller than t to make the probability of the existence of several choices for x; y
negligible. Further, when x and y are far apart, it is intuitively clear that the
events fx is occupied at time t��g and fy is occupied at time t��g are nearly
independent.

Let fSsgs�0; fS0sgs�0; fS00s gs�0 be independent copies of a continuous time sim-
ple random walk starting at 0. The above considerations lead to the heuristic
approximation of

Pf0 and e1 are occupied at time tg
by X

x;y

Pfx is occupied at t��gPfy is occupied at t��g

� Pfx+ S0� = 0; y + S00� = e1; x+ S0s 6= y + S00s for 0 � s � �g:

By reversing time in the interval (t � �; t), using other natural approximations,

and then reversing time again we get, with feSsgs�0; feS0sgs�0; feS00s gs�0 independent
copies of the time-reversed random walk (for simple random walks these are again
simple random walks)

Pf0 and e1 are occupied at time tg
� d

X
x

PfeS0� = xgp(t��)
X
y

Pfe1 + eS00� = ygp(t��)

= d
X
x

PfS0� = �x and x is occupied at t��g

�
X
y

PfS00� = e1 � y and y is occupied at t��g

� dPf0 is occupied at tgPfe1 is occupied at tg = dp
2(t);

where A � B means that A�B is negligible for our purposes. From these relations
one expects p(t) to behave asymptotically like the solution of the equation

d

dt
y(t) = �dy2(t)

which vanishes at 1, namely y(t) = 1=(dt). This is the heuristic reason for (1.1).
The method in [BK] consists of turning this heuristic into a rigorous proof by
bounding the errors in the above approximations.
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To illustrate the robustness of the method, [BK] applied it to a modi�ed CRW
model, in which a particle which jumps to an occupied site does not always coalesce,
but only with a probability which depends on the number of particles already
present at that site. We will call this model `randomly coalescing random walk'
or RCRW for short. The method was also applied successfully to other models,
by Kesten (2000) and Stephenson (2001). More precisely the RCRW model is as
follows: Let fStgt�0 be a continuous time random walk starting at 0. Denote by
q(y) the probability that S: has a jump of size y when it jumps ; thus,

q(0) = 0: (1.3)

Throughout we assume that the random walk is genuinely d-dimensional, that is,

the support of q(�) contains d linearly independent vectors: (1.4)

Assume that the motion of a particle starting at x is distributed like fx + Stg,
independent of the motion of all other particles. However, if a particle jumps to a
site which already contains j particles, then it colaesces with one of these j particles
with a certain probability pj . We are in this paper only interested in the number
of particles in a site, not in their mass. (The mass of a particle is the number of
original particles by whose coalescence it is formed; so, if two particles of mass m1

and m2 coalesce the new particle has mass m1 +m2). Therefore, for our purposes
it is simpler to say that the particle which jumps is removed from the system and,
with the exception of the proofs of a few intermediate results where the coalescence
interpretation is more convenient, we shall follow this convention.

The main result in [BK] is that for the RCRW model with d � 6, which satis�es
(1.3), (1.4) and

p0 = 0; p1 > 0; (1.5)

and
pj is increasing in j; (1.6)

and
ESt = t

X
y2Zd

yq(y) = 0 and
X
y2Zd

kyk2q(y) <1; (1.7)

it holds that

p(t) � 1

C(d)t
as t!1; (1.8)

with
C(d) =

p1

1� (1� p1)(1� )
; (1.9)

and  = d as in (1.2).
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The drawback was that although we believed that the above mentioned method
`has the correct structure', and that the result holds for d � 3, the earlier mentioned
error bounds in [BK] were not good enough for d = 3; 4 or 5. One might think that
this is due to a fundamental shortcoming of the method. This motivated us to
re�ne the techniques in order to weaken the condition on d. The key tool in [BK]
was an upper bound for a certain variance. In the present paper we signi�cantly
improve (under certain extra conditions) that bound. As a result we can now prove
the following theorem. Let

E(t) := Efthe number of particles at 0 at time tg;

when the initial con�guration has one particle at each site.

Theorem. Consider RCRW with d � 3 for which (1.3), (1.4), (1.5), (1.6) and
(1.7) hold. Assume further that there exists an M for which

pj = 1 for all j �M: (1.10)

For this model

E(t) � p(t) � 1

C(d)t
; (1.11)

where C(d) is given by (1.9).

Remarks:
(i) In fact [BK] and the present paper prove results which are somewhat sharper
than (1.8) and (1.11), namely that there exists a � = �(d) > 0 such that p(t) and
E(t) di�er from 1=(C(d)t) by O

�
t�1��

�
, as t!1.

(ii) The main improvement in the present paper is (under the extra condition of a
bounded number of particles per site) a much better bound on the variance of

X
x

�(x)�t(x)

for suitable �(�). Here �t(x) denotes the number of particles at site x at time t.
This new variance estimate is derived in Section 3. Its proof starts as in [BK]
(using the method of bounded di�erences) but then deviates from the old one and
is considerably longer and more re�ned. Some tools used for the proof of the new
variance bound (Proposition 13) are given in Section 2. Once this new variance
bound has been derived, we follow mainly the proof of the approximate di�erential
equation in [BK]. This consists of a number of lemmas, some of which have (under
the condition (1.10)) a stronger form and an easier proof now (by using correlation
inequalities), which works for all d � 3. We do not give detailed proofs of the new
versions of most lemmas. Instead we point out where and why the lemmas and their
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proofs di�er from their analogues in [BK]. We have tried to do this in such a way that
the present paper is understandable without having �rst to read all of [BK]. Finally,
at the end of the paper we prove that the Proposition and the Lemmas imply the
Theorem. Throughout we use Ci for various �nite, strictly positive constants. The
same symbol Ci may stand for di�erent constants in di�erent formulae.

2. Descriptions of the process and presentation of some tools. As pointed
out in [BK] we may assume without loss of generality that

the group generated by the support of q(�) is all of Zd: (2.1)

Since in our system of random walks the number of particles at each site is bounded,
the standard existence theorems (see Liggett (1985), Ch. 1) can be applied to show
that there exists a Markov process which corresponds to the intuitive description
given just before the Theorem in Section 1. (This in contrast with [BK] where alter-
native arguments had to be given to prove existence). In fact, there are several ways
in which the process can be described. In [BK] this is done by assigning random
elements to the sites which tell when a particle jumps from this site (depending on
the number of particles present), where it jumps to and (depending on the number
of particles already present there) the probability that it is removed by this jump.
That description does not keep track of individual particles. Later in this section
(see the subsection on \Ghost particles and coupling") we show alternative ways to
describe the process.

The next Lemma gives a useful comparison of chains with di�erent �nite initial
states, that is, states in which the total number of particles present is �nite.

Lemma 1. Assume (1.6). Let �00; �
00
0 and �#0 be �nite initial states which satisfy

�00(x) � �#0 (x) � �00(x) + �000 (x) for all x 2 Zd: (2.2)

Then the corresponding processes �0t; t � 0, �00t ; t � 0 and �#t ; t � 0, can be coupled
in such a way that the 0-process and the 00-process are independent and such that,
with probability 1, for all t � 0

�0t(x) � �#t (x) � �0t(x) + �00t (x) for all x 2 Zd: (2.3)

The left hand inequality remains valid even without (1.6).

Remark: If �000 has only one particle, then, by the independence claim of the lemma,
this particle moves as a `free particle'. That is, it performs a random walk and has
no interaction with the �0-process. The proof of Lemma 1 in [BK] shows that, in

the case where �#0 = �00+�000 and �000 has one particle only, the above coupling can be
done in such a way that a designated #-particle can be identi�ed with the 00-particle
until the #-particle is removed. (The �00-particle is, of course, never removed).
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Proof. See Lemma 1 in [BK].

The next lemma, a generalization of Lemma 2 in [BK], compares processes with
the same initial states, but with di�erent collections of pj . It is intuitively clear
and can be proved in a similar way as Lemma 1 in [BK].

Lemma 2. Let �t and �
0
t be two RCRW processes which satisfy

�0(x) � �00(x) for all x:

Assume that the parameters of these processes, p1; p2; : : : , and p01; p
0
2; : : : , respec-

tively, satisfy (1.5) and (1.6), and, in addition, p0j � pj. Then the two processes
can be coupled in such a way that, with probability 1, for all t

�t(x) � �0t(x) for all x:

As before, let E(t) be the density of particles at time t, when we start at time 0
with one particle at every site:

E(t) := E�t(x): (2.4)

This is independent of x. The following lemma gives the asymptotic order of E(t).

Lemma 3. Assume (1.5) and (1.7). Then, for d � 3, there exist constants 0 <
C1 � C2 <1 such that

C1

t
� E(t) � C2

t
; t � 1: (2.5)

The right hand inequality holds for any initial state �0 with �0(x) � 1 for all x.

Proof. These estimates basically come from Arratia (1983) and Bramson and Grif-
feath (1980). See [BK] Lemma 8. The uniformity of the right hand inequality for
all initial states with �0(x) � 1 follows from the monotonicity property given in
Lemma 1.

Finally we de�ne
�s(y) = PfSs = �yg: (2.6)

We then have the estimate

sup
y
�s(y) = sup

y
Pfy + Ss = 0g � C3

(s+ 1)d=2
; (2.7)

which follows from the local central limit theorem (see Spitzer (1976), Proposition
7.9 and the Remark following it). It will be used several times in Section 3.
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Correlation inequalities. In this subsection we formulate a correlation inequality
(proved by Reimer) and apply it to a nice subclass of our RCRW models. It
then turns out to be useful for all our RCRW models, by the use of domination
arguments.

Let V be a �nite set. Also, let Si be a �nite set, for each i 2 V , and let

 =

Q
i2V Si. For ! 2 
 and K � V , [!]K denotes the set of all !0 2 
 which

agree with ! on K (that is, for which !0i = !i; i 2 K). We shall call [!]K a cylinder.
For A;B � 
, A�B is de�ned as the set of all ! 2 
 for which there exist disjoint
K;L � V with [!]K � A and [!]L � B. Let � be a product measure on 
. Reimer
(2000) proved that

�(A�B) � �(A)�(B); for all A;B � 
: (2.8)

(For our purposes we do not need the full generality of Reimer's inequality. An
earlier special case of van den Berg and Fiebig (1987) would su�ce.)

We will now give a suitable space-time diagram description of certain special
RCRW models which makes it possible to apply the Reimer's inequality. The
special models we mean here are those for which

there is a positive integer M such that pj = j=M ^ 1; j = 1; 2; : : : (2.9)

In particular, pj = 1 for j � M , so that (if we start with at most M particles per
site) there will never be more than M particles at a site. The space-time diagram
is as follows: Introduce M di�erent colours. Let C be the set of these colours. At
time 0 we assign to each vertex randomly (and uniformly) one of these M colours.
This will be the initial colour of the particle starting in that vertex. Further we
have for each vertex x a time axis (a copy of the in�nite half-line [0;1)). On this
time axis we consider, for each pair of colours c; c0 and each v with q(v) > 0, a
Poisson point process with intensity q(v)=M . For each such Poisson point we draw
an arrow from x to x+ v, and we colour the tail of the arrow with colour c and the
tip with colour c0. All these Poisson point processes are taken independent, and
also independent of the initial colours of the particles. The dynamics, in terms of
the above processes, are now as follows: A particle with initial colour c1 stays in his
initial position until there is an outgoing arrow from that position, with tail colour
c1. Then the particle jumps to the other endpoint of that arrow and takes on the
colour of the tip of the arrow, say c2 (which may be equal to c1). Then it stays in
its new position until there is an outgoing arrow from that position with tail colour
c2, jumps to the tip of that arrow, etc. Note that if two particles are in the same
location at the same time and have the same colour, then they stay together forever,
and this is how coalescence is described by this space-time diagram. Accordingly,
in this description, the state of the process at position x and time t is the number
of di�erent colours present at x at time t. We will not formally prove here that this
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description gives the correct dynamics but only make the following remark: When
a particle (or more precisely, a class of particles of the same colour) jumps to a
site, occupied by k di�erent colours, then, given all information until that time, the
probability that the jumping particle will coalesce is exactly the probability that
the tip of the corresponding arrow has a colour equal to one of those k colours.
Since the distribution of the colour at the tip is always the uniform distribution
(independent of the position and colour of its tail) the coalescence probability is
k=M , as it should be.

We now apply inequality (2.8) to these special RCRW models.

Lemma 4. Let x and y be two di�erent vertices. For RCRW satisfying (2.9),

Pf�t(x) � 1 and �t(y) � 1g � Pf�t(x) � 1gPf�t(y) � 1g:

Remark: For the case whereM = 1 (that is, for the basic CRW model) this lemma
was proved by Arratia (1981), Lemma 1, by a di�erent method.

Proof. Let
A = f�t(x) � 1g and B = f�t(y) � 1g:

We use the space-time description with colours discussed above, and for this proof
only interpret �s(z) as the number of colours present at z at time s. To make matters
suitable for application of (2.8) we �rst make a discrete-time approximation: Fix
� > 0 and partition the time axes in intervals [`�; (`+1)�), ` = 0; 1; : : : . The discrete-
time dynamics is similar to that given above, except that the particle postpones its
jump until the end of the time interval in which the corresponding arrow is located.
Moreover, we will decide that if that time interval has more than one arrow going
out of the current location of the particle, with tail colour equal to the colour of the
particle, the particle will stay in that location forever. In this way the dynamics is
completely determined by what kind of outgoing arrows there are in the intervals,
not in which order they appear. In the limit as � ! 0 the e�ect of this somewhat
strange rule becomes negligible. For the time being we also restrict to �nite space:
We �x a positive integer N > kx�yk and only consider particles which up till time
t always are within distance N from x and from y. For similar reasons we ignore
jumps of size larger than 2N .

The time-discretization and �nite-space restriction allow us to work with a �nite
space-time diagram which is more suitable for application of (2.8) Let A�;N and
B�;N be the analogues of A and B respectively after the above modi�cations. Later
we will �rst let � ! 0 and then N !1. To translate to the language of (2.8), let
V be the set V = X [ V 0; where X is the set of all vertices which have distance
� N from x and from y, and V 0 the set of possible (multi-) indices of arrows:
V 0 = X � T � QN � C � C; where T is the set of all positive integers k with
k� � t, and QN the set of all v with q(v) > 0 and kvk � 2N . Further we take


 = CX � f0; 1gV 0
. This is the space of all initial colourings of X and possible
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choices of (discretized) arrow locations and colours for arrows with tail in X. The
connection of this set with the (discretized) space-time diagram is as follows: for
! 2 
, u; z 2 X, k 2 T , c; c0 2 C and v 2 QN , we take !u equal to the initial colour
of the particle starting in u, and

!(z;k;v;c;c0) = Ifthere is an outgoing arrow from vertex z to vertex z + v

in the time interval [k�; (k + 1)�) with tail colour c and colour of the tip c0g:

This correspondence naturally induces a product measure on 
. The marginal
distributions of this measure are

Pf!x = cg = 1

M
for x 2 X; c 2 C and Pf!(z;k;v;c;c0) = 1g = (1� e�q(v)�=M):

Let D = D� be the event that for all k 2 T and x 2 X there is at most one arrow
in the time interval [k�; (k + 1)�) going out from x. Note that if � goes to 0, the

probability of D tends to 1. We now consider an event eA�;N � 
 which agrees with
A�;N on D, that is eA�;N \D = A�;N \D: (2.10)

eA�;N is a union of cylinders. Each such cylinder is decribed by listing the conditions
on the system of colours and arrows which force a particle to move from some site
u0 at time 0 to x at time t (provided D occurs). Let us call a coloured path an
initial site with a colour and a sequence of arrows with their colours such that the
location and colour of the tail of the j-th arrow are the same as the location and
colour of the tip of the (j � 1)-th arrow, and such that the j-th arrow occurs later
in time than the (j�1)-th arrow. (The location and colour of the tip of the zeroeth
arrow are taken to be the location and colour of the initial particle). To �nd which

cylinders are included in eA�;N we list all coloured paths in (discretized) space-time
by which a particle can reach x at time t (again assuming that D occurs). Suppose
such a particle starts in position u0 with colour c0, stays until time 3� and then
moves to u0 + v1 and changes colour to c1, stays there until time 8� and then
moves to u0 + v1 + v2, changing colour to c2, etc. We then have the sequence
!u0 = c0; !u0;k;v;c0;c = 0 for all k 2 f0; 1; 2g, v 2 Q, c 2 C; !u0;3;v1;c0;c1 = 1;
!u0;3;v;c0;c = 0 for all tuples (v; c) 6= (v1; c1); !u0+v1;k;v;c1;c = 0 for all 4 � k � 7,
v 2 Q and c 2 C, etc. So the (multi-)indices occurring in this sequence are u0;
(u0; k; v; c0; c); 0 � k � 2, v 2 Q, c 2 C; (u0; 3; v1; c0; c1), etc. Thus, for such a
coloured path the value of !u0 and of certain !z;k;v;c;c0 have to be prescribed in
order that A�;N occurs (provided D occurs). In other words for such a path there
is a certain cylinder [!(K)]K (for a suitable !(K) and K � V ) whose intersection

with D is contained in A�;N . We take eA�;N to be the union of these cylinders over
all possible coloured paths. It is then clear that (2.10) holds. In the same way we
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take eB�;N to be a union of cylinders [!0(L)]L such that (2.10) with A replaced by
B holds. These constructions yield

A� \ B� \D� = eA� \ eB� \D� =
[

[!(K)]K� eA�;[!0(L)]L� eB�

[!(K)]K \ [!0(L)]L; (2.11)

where we have dropped the N from the notation for brevity. We claim that we
may restrict the last union to only those pairs [!(K)]K; [!

0(L)]L with K and L
disjoint. To see this assume that ! 2 [!(K)]K requires !(z;k;v;c;c0) = "0 and that
! 2 [!0(L)]L requires !(z;k;v;c;c0) = "00. If "0 6= "00, then [!(K)]K \ [!0(L)]L = ;. If
"0 = "00, then both [!(K)]K and [!0(L)]L correspond to a coloured path which is at
z at time k� and which has colour c at that time. As observed before, two particles
following these paths must have coalesced by time k� and therefore cannot end up
at the di�erent sites x and y at time t. This proves our claim. It follows that

A� \ B� \D� = eA� \ eB� \D� =
[

[!(K)]K� eA�;[!
0(L)]L� eB�

K\L=;

[!(K)]K \ [!0(L)]L: (2.12)

Consequently

A� \ B� \D � eA� �
eB�;

and Pf eA� \ eB�g � Pf eA� �
eB�g+ PfDc

�g. By (2.8) this is at most

Pf eA�gPf eB�g+ PfDcg � [PfA�g+ PfDcg][PfB�g+ PfDcg] + PfDcg:
The lemma follows by �rst taking � ! 0 and then N !1. �

In a similar way the following lemmas 5-7 can be proved:

Lemma 5. Let x1; : : : ; xk be distinct vertices, t a nonnegative real and n1; : : : nk
non-negative integers. Then, for RCRW satisfying (2.9),

Pf�t(x1) � n1; : : : �t(xk) � nkg �
kY
i=1

Pf�t(xi) � nig:

Lemma 6. Let t > 0, x a vertex, and n and m nonnegative integers. Then, for
RCRW satisfying (2.9),

Pf�t(x) � n+mg � Pf�t(x) � ngPf�t(x) � mg:
The following lemma needs some explanation. As we said before we are in this

paper only interested in how many particles there are in a vertex, not in the `mass'
of the particles. But for our analysis it is sometimes convenient to consider a
particle � as a set, namely, the set of the original particles which coalesced to form
�. For RCRW systems satisfying (2.9) this set is well-de�ned (by using the space-
time diagram described just before Lemma 4). We call two particles disjoint if the
corresponding two sets are.
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Lemma 7. Let x1; : : : xn be vertices and t1; : : : tn be non-negative reals. Let S(x; t)
denote the set of particles present at x at time t. According to the remark above each
particle in S(x; t) is itself considered as a set. Let D be the size of the largest subset
of S(x1; t1) [ : : :[ S(xn; tn) in which the elements are pairwise disjoint. Then, for
RCRW satisfying (2.9),

PfD � n+mg � PfD � ngPfD � mg; n;m � 0: (2.13)

The above results are stated for RCRW satisfying (2.9). Combined with domi-
nation arguments they imply useful results which hold for all RCRW models which
satisfy the conditions of our Theorem.

Lemma 8. Let d � 3. If (1.5){(1.7) hold, then there exists a constant C > 0 such
that for all t > 0, all positive integers k and n1; : : : nk, and all vertices x1; : : : ; xk,

Pf�t(x1) � n1; : : : �t(xk) � nkg �
�C
t

�n1+:::+nk
: (2.14)

Proof. For RCRW satisfying (2.9), (2.14) follows immediately from Lemma 5, Lemma
6 and (2.5). If the pj 's don't satisfy (2.9) we can always �nd a suitableM such that
pj � p0j := j=M ^ 1. (Note that this uses (1.5) and (1.6).) So our RCRW model is
dominated by the RCRW model with parameters p0j (by virtue of Lemma 2), and
the result follows.

�

Let u1; : : : ; up 2 Zd (not necessarily distinct). De�ne

pX
i=1

��t(ui) (2.15)

to be the sum of the �t(ui) only over the distinct ui in fu1; : : : ; upg. Thus if a
given u appears several times among the ui, there is still only one summand �t(u)
in (2.15). De�ne further

�t(u1; u2; : : : ; up)

=
� pX
i=1

��t(ui)
�� pX

i=1

��t(ui)� 1
�
: : :
� pX
i=1

��t(ui)� p+ 1
�
:

(2.16)

�t(u1; : : : ; up) represents the number of ordered p-tuples of distinct particles which
we can select from the

P ��t(ui) particles present at the sites u1; : : : ; up at time t.
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Lemma 9. Assume (1.5){(1.7) and d � 3. Then for any p � 2 and u1; : : : ; up 2
Z
d,

E�t(u1; : : : ; up) � C3(p)t
�p: (2.17)

Proof. This follows from Lemma 8. �

Remark: This is (for our processes) a considerable improvement on Lemma 10 in
[BK]. There d � 5 was required, and we had for p = 2 the same result as here, but
for p � 3 we had, instead of (2.17), for each 0 < " < 1=2, a bound of the form
C3("; p)[t

�p _ t�d(1�")=2]. Our present, improved form uses the boundedness of the
number of particles per site, and plays an important role in the weakening of the
dimension condition (d � 3 instead of d � 6) in our main theorem.

The next lemma gives another consequence of the above inequalities.

Lemma 10. Assume (1.5){(1.7). Then for d � 3,

0 � E(t)� p(t) � E(t)� Pf�t(0) = 1g � C4

t2
: (2.18)

Proof.

E(t)� Pf�t(0) = 1g =
X
`�2

`Pf�t(0) = `g:

For t � 2 (2.18) is obvious. For t � 2 apply Lemma 8 to each term (with k = 1
and n1 = `). �

Remark: The preceding lemma is the analog of Lemma 11 in [BK]. However, there
Lemma 10 of [BK] was used which led to the requirement d � 5 (see the Remark
after Proposition 7 in [BK]).

Ghost particles and coupling. In this subsection we describe techniques which
use so-called ghost particles. These techniques are useful when we want to compare
the future evolution of two RCRW systems with the same dynamics but whose
initial con�gurations di�er only at one or two vertices.

For these methods it is convenient to formulate the dynamics in a way which
keeps track of individual particles. We will de�ne (and use) these new dynamics
only for �nite particle systems. When we look at numbers of particles at each site
only, these dynamics are equivalent to the `old' dynamics. The new dynamics are as
follows: Assign to each particle � a `Poisson clock', so we have a sequence of i.i.d.
exponentially (mean 1) distributed random variables �1(�); �2(�); : : : . The clock
rings at times �1(�), �1(�) + �2(�); : : : , and � jumps exactly at those times. Also
assign to � a sequence Y1(�); Y2(�); : : : of i.i.d. random variables with distribution
q. Yn(�) denotes the jump � makes at time �1(�) + : : :+ �n(�). The coalescence
(or, rather, removal of particles) is described as follows: assign to each particle �
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a sequence U�(1); U�(2); : : : of i.i.d. random variables, each uniformly distributed
in the interval (0; 1). Now suppose � makes its n-th jump and this jump brings it
to a vertex where already k particles are present. Then � is removed if and only if
U�(n) < pk. We take all the above sequences of random variables independent of
each other.

We need the notion of a particle being `pivotal' for the removal of some other
particle. Suppose a particle � makes its n-th jump and this brings it to a vertex x
where k particles are already present. If pk�1 < U�(n) < pk, then � is removed but
would not be removed if there had been one particle less in x. We say that each of
the k particles already present in x is pivotal for the removal of �.

In the remainder of this section, �(x) will denote the particle which started in
x at time 0. In the above given representation of the RCRW process, the particle
which is removed when particles meet is always the jumping particle. Since we are
eventually only interested in the number of particles at every vertex (and not their
identities) we can change the above rule and instead remove one of the particles
already present. (Of course the rule to select the particle which has to be removed
should not use any future information of the system). This observation motivates
us to introduce the notion of `ghost particles'.

Systems with one ghost particle

A system with one ghost particle (and all other particles `normal') is described in the
same way as after Lemma 10, except for the following change: One of the particles
is special. It has the property that when the situation arises that (according to the
earlier description) it would be pivotal for the removal of some other particle which
just jumped, then the special particle is removed instead of the particle which just
jumped. If the special particle has not been removed at time t and is at position x at
that time, then it is counted in �t(x). Apart from this, everything proceeds exactly
as before. In particular, until the moment that the special particle becomes pivotal
for the removal of some particle, it behaves exactly as a normal particle. It is easy
to see that in a system with one such special particle, the other particles behave
exactly as they would in the corresponding system without that special particle.
In other words, they don't `feel' the special particle. Therefore we call the special
particle a ghost particle. The introduction of a ghost particle is very convenient
for comparing two systems whose initial con�gurations are the same except that at
one vertex one of the con�gurations has one more particle than the other.

Since we will need to compare systems whose initial con�gurations di�er in two
vertices (the �rst con�guration having one more particle than the second con�gura-
tion in one vertex and and one less in another vertex) we will also discuss systems
with two ghost particles. Before we do this, we briey discuss certain ways to couple
two random walks.

Coupling of two random walks

There are several natural ways to couple two copies fS0sg and fz + S00s g of our
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continuous time random walk on Zd (with di�erent starting positions). The simple
coupling method which we shall describe works well for continuous time random
walk on Z

d, but it needs modi�cation if one wants to couple two discrete time
random walks on Zd. The way we use to couple fS0sg and fz + S00s g is as follows.
First assume that

q(z) > 0 or q(�z) > 0: (2.19)

For the sake of argument assume q(z) > 0. Then for each y 2 Zd with q(y) > 0 and
y 6= z let �1(y) < �2(y) < : : : be the jump times of a Poisson process of rate q(y).
Also let � 01(z) < � 02(z) < : : : and � 001 (z) < � 002 (z) < : : : be the jump times of two
Poisson processes of rate q(z). All these Poisson processes are taken independent
of each other. At time �k(y) both processes fS0g and fz + S00g make a jump of
value y. At time � 0k(z) fS0g makes a jump of value z, but fz+ S00g does not jump,
while at time � 00k (z) only the fz + S00g-process makes a jump of value z. It is clear
that fS0s � (z + S00s )g performs a continuous time random walk whose jumps occur
at rate 2q(z) and have the values z or �z, each with probability 1/2. Thus the two
processes have the same value at the �rst time � 0k(z) or �

00
k (z) at which there has

been one more jump of the sequence � 0(z) than of the sequence � 00(z). Call this
time �. From that time on we do not use the procedure described above, but `glue
the random walks together'. It follows from Spitzer (1976), Proposition 32.3, that

Pf� � tg � C1
1p

(t+ 1)
; (2.20)

for some constant C1 which depends on z only.
We can use the same argument to couple fS0sg and fnz + S00s g for any integer

n � 0. If we still denote the coupling time by � we have to replace the estimate
(2.20) by

Pf� � tg � C1n
1p

(t+ 1)
: (2.21)

To see this note the following estimate for a symmetric simple random walk fTkg
on Z:

PfT: �rst returns to 0 at a time � `g
� PfT: hits n before it returns to 0g

� Pfn+ T: �rst hits 0 at a time � `g
=

1

2n
Pfn+ T: �rst hits 0 at a time � `g:

The last equality is just the gambler's ruin formula (see Feller (1968), equation
XIV.2.5). Combined with Proposition 32.3 in Spitzer (1976) this gives

Pfn+ T: �rst hits 0 at a time � `g � C2n
1p
`+ 1

:
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It is not hard to derive (2.21) from this.
The same argument works if q(�z) > 0 instead of q(z) > 0. To obtain a similar

estimate for all z (even without the restriction in (2.19)) and to get a better handle
on the dependence of the coupling time on z we now pick M and independent
vectors z1; : : : ; zM 2 Z

d such that the additive group generated by them is all of
Z
d and such that

q(zi) > 0; 1 � i �M:

Such vectors exist by virtue of (2.1); one merely has to pick the zi such that
each coordinate vector is an integral linear combination of the zi. There then
exists a constant C3 = C3(z1; : : : ; zM ) such that each z 2 Z

d can be written as

z =
PM

i=1 "ini(z)zi for some "i = �1 and some nonnegative integers ni which
satisfy

MX
i=1

ni(z) � C3kzk:

We can now successively couple fP`
i=1 "inizi + S0sg with fP`+1

i=1 "inizi + S00s g for
0 � ` < M by the method just described. This leads to the following lemma.

Lemma 11. Two particles which move according to fS0sg and fz + S00s g can be
coupled such that

Pfthe two particles don't meet before time tg � C
kzkp
(t+ 1)

; (2.22)

where C is a constant depending on the jump distribution q and the dimension d
only.

A system with two coupled ghost particles.
A system with two coupled ghost particles, say g and g0, (and all other particles
`normal') is described as follows: Each of the two ghost particles behaves as in
the single-ghost description and, as long as neither of the two has been removed,
their random-walk paths are coupled as described above. Once they meet they
stay together and behave as one ghost particle. It is easy to check that if we only
observe the normal particles and g, we `see' a system with one ghost as in the
single-ghost description. And similarly for g0. In particular, the normal particles
behave exactly as they would without the two ghosts: they don't `feel' the presence
of the ghosts. This construction therefore provides a natural coupling of the time
evolution of two systems whose initial con�gurations di�er only at two vertices, in
which the �rst con�guration has one more particle in the �rst vertex and the other
con�guration has one more particle in the second vertex. The usefulness of this
coupling is shown in the following situation: Let � be a con�guration, and let x
and y be two vertices. Let �(x) be the con�guration obtained from � by adding one
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particle at x and �(x;y) the con�guration obtained from � by adding one particle at
x and one particle at y. For a con�guration � in which both x and y are occupied,

denote by eP = ePs;�;x;y the conditional distribution governing a RCRW system on
the time interval [s;1), with one of the particles in x and one of the particles in y
coupled as ghost particles in the sense described above, given that the con�guration

at time s is �. Let eE = eEs;�;x;y denote the corresponding expectation operator. For
a RCRW with only normal particles we use the notation Es;� for the conditional
expectation on the time interval [s;1) when the con�guration at time s is �. The
next lemma is based on the above coupling of two ghost particles.

Lemma 12. For any �nite state � and any function � on Zd which satis�es

X
z2Zd

j�(z)j <1;

we have for s � t that

Es;�(x)
� X
z2Zd

�(z)�t(z)
��Es;�(y)

� X
z2Zd

�(z)�t(z)
�

= eEs;�(x;y);x;y

h X
z2Zd

�(z)
�
I[gx is in z at time t]� I[gy is in z at time t]

�i
;
(2.23)

where gx and gy are the ghost particles in x and in y at time s, respectively.

3. Improved variance estimate. As in [BK] we shall write f�t(11)g and f�t(11(N))g
for the processes f�tg with initial states 11 and 11(N), respectively, where

11(x) = 1 for all x 2 Zd;

and

11(N)(x) =

�
1 if kxk � N

0 if kxk > N:

We write �N;t for �t(11
(N)).

In the following Proposition, which plays a key role in the proof of our Theorem,
we take the initial state to be �0 = 11.

Proposition 13. Assume (1.6), (1.7). Then there exist constants C0 > 0 and
� > 0, which are independent of �;K; t and the pj, such that for d � 3 and �(x) 2 R
and K <1 it holds that

Var
n X
kxk�K

�(x)�t(x)
o
� C0t

�1=2�� X
x2Zd

�2(x): (3.1)
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If X
x2Zd

j�(x)j <1; (3.2)

then also

Var
n X
x2Zd

�(x)�t(x)
o
� C0t

�1=2�� X
x2Zd

�2(x): (3.3)

Proof of Proposition 13. Fix K <1 and let

Z =
X

kxk�K
�(x)�t(x);

ZN =
X

kxk�K
�(x)�N;t(x):

As pointed out in the proof of Proposition 7 of [BK], it is easy to see (using mono-
tone convergence and Fatou's lemma, or even bounded convergence in the present
situation with bounded �) that it su�ces for (3.1) to prove

lim inf
N!1

Var(ZN ) = lim inf
N!1

Var
n X
kxk�K

�(x)�N;t(x)
o
� C0t

�1=2�� X
x2Zd

�2(x): (3.4)

Now let Fs be the �-�eld containing all information up to time s, and de�ne

�` = �`(p) = �`(p;N; t) = EfZN jF`t=pg � EfZN jF(`�1)t=pg:

Then for each integer p � 1,

ZN �EZN =

pX
1

�`

and

Var(ZN ) =

pX
1

E�2
`(p) = lim inf

p!1

pX
1

E�2
`(p) = lim inf

p!1

pX
1

E
�
Ef�2

`(p)jF(`�1)t=pg
	
:

We �x N and unless otherwise indicated, the initial state in the remainder of this
section is �0 = 11(N). We write W` = W`(p;N) for the random elements which
summarize all the information which becomes available between time (` � 1)t=p
and `t=p. We have

F`t=p = �fW1; : : : ;W`g
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and the W` for di�erent ` are independent. We denote the distribution of W` by �`
(i.e., �`(dw) = PfW` 2 dwg). ZN = f(W1;W2; : : : ;Wp) for a suitably measurable
function f = fN and therefore

EfZN jF`t=pg

=

Z pY
i=`+1

�i(dwi)f(W1; : : : ;W`; w`+1; : : : ; wp)

=

Z pY
i=`

�i(dwi)f(W1; : : : ;W`; w`+1; : : : ; wp):

Hence

�` =

Z pY
i=`

�i(dwi)
�
f(W1; : : : ;W`; w`+1; : : : ; wp)

� f(W1; : : : ;W`�1; w`; w`+1; : : : ; wp)
�
: (3.5)

Note that �` is a function of W1; : : : ;W`, and that therefore

Ef�2
` jF(`�1)t=pg =

Z
�`(dW`)�

2
`

and

E�2
` =

Z Y
j�`

�j(dWj)�
2
` :

Now de�ne

I 0`(x; y) = I 0`(x; y)(W1; : : : ;W`; w`)

= I
�
there is a single jump during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p]

in con�guration (W1; : : : ;W`�1;W`); and this jump is from x to y;

but there is no jump during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p];

in con�guration (W1; : : : ;W`�1; w`):

We have

�` =

Z pY
i=`

�i(dwi)
�
f(W1; : : : ;W`; w`+1; : : : ; wp)

� f(W1; : : : ;W`�1; w`; : : : ; wp)
�X
x;y

I 0`(x; y)

+ negligible terms:
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These negligible terms come from cases where at least two particles jump during
((`� 1)t=p; `t=p] in con�guration (W1; : : : ;W`�1;W`), no particle jumps in con�g-
uration (W1; : : : ;W`�1;W`), or at least one particle jumps in (W1; : : : ;W`�1; w`).
The �rst type of cases contribute only O(1=p2) to E�2

` because the probability
of two or more jumps during ((` � 1)t=p; `t=p] is O(1=p2) (compare [BK], pp.
329, 330). In the second type of cases we have no jump in (W1; : : : ;W`). Then
f(W1; : : : ;W`; w`+1; : : : ; wp) � f(W1; : : : ;W`�1; w`; : : : ; wp) 6= 0 will occur only
when there is a jump in con�guration (W1; : : : ;W`�1; w`). But this occurs only
with probability O(1=p), and hence �` = O(1=p) on the event that there is no
jump in (W1; : : : ;W`). Thus the second (and also the third) type of cases give a
contribution O

�
1=p2) to E[�2

` ], and hence (after summing over `) of O
�
1=p) = o(1)

to the variance and hence are indeed negligible.
Now, since I 0`(x; y) = 1 for at most one pair x; y, and is independent of w`+1; : : : ; wp,

we have, apart from negligible terms,

�2
` �

Z
�`(dw`)

X
x;y

I 0`(x; y)
hZ pY

i=`+1

�i(dwi)
�
f(W1; : : : ;W`; w`+1; : : : ; wp)

� f(W1; : : : ;W`�1; w`; : : : ; wp)
�i2

:

Now we use the ghost particle ideas of Section 2, in particular (2.23), and bound
(the absolute value of) the inner integral above by

eE[X
z

j�(z)j�J(x; y; z) + J 0(x; y; z)
�
];

where
J(x; y; z) = I[gx but not gy ends at z at time t];

J 0(x; y; z) = I[gy but not gx ends at z at time t];

and where (in the notation of Lemma 12)

eE = eEs;�(y);x;y

with � the con�guration at time (` � 1)t=p and s = `t=p. To see this note that
I 0`(x; y) = 1 can occur only if there is a particle at x in con�guration � and this
particle jumps to y during ((`�1)t=p; `t=p] in (W1; : : : ;W`). However, this particle
does not jump in (W1; : : : ;W`�1; w`). Thus, if W1; : : : ;W` occurs, then at time
`t=p the state of the system is described by �(y) minus one particle at x, and if
W1; : : : ;W`�1; w` occurs this state is �. A small additional remark is needed here.
To account in the simplest way for the possibility that the jumping particle is
removed during the jump, we let gy disappear immediately with probability p�(y)
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(with � as above). So the event describing J 0 above includes the requirement that
this immediate disappearance of gy does not happen. So we have

�2
` � 2

Z
�`(dw`)

X
x;y

I 0`(x; y)
h eE[X

z

j�(z)jJ(x; y; z)]
i2

+ 2

Z
�`(dw`)

X
x;y

I 0`(x; y)
h eE[X

z

j�(z)jJ 0(x; y; z)]
i2
; (3.6)

plus negligible terms. We replace the factor I 0`(x; y) by the larger factor

I`(x; y) : = I`(x; y)(W1; : : : ;W`)

= I
�
there is a single jump during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p]

in con�guration (W1; : : : ;W`�1;W`); and this jump is from x to y:

I` does not depend on w` so we can then carry out the integral over w`. In addition
we only look at the �rst sum in the right hand side of (3.6); the treatment of
the second sum is similar. By an application of Schwarz (but a somewhat more
careful one than in [BK]) and by the facts that J(x; y; z) 6= 0 for at most one z and
J(x; y; z) equals 0 or 1, the integral over w` of this �rst sum is at most

X
x;y

I`(x; y) eEhX
z

j�2(z)jJ(x; y; z)
i ePhX

z

j�(z)jJ(x; y; z) 6= 0
i
: (3.7)

Now write s for `t=p and de�ne (for some A > 0, B1 > 0 and B > B1 to be
chosen later such that s+ A � t and s+ B � t)

J1(x; y; z) = I
�
the random walk paths of gx and gy do not meet

during [s; s+ A] and gx ends at z at time t
�
;

J2(x; y; z) = I
�
gy is removed during [s; s+ A] and

gx ends at z at time t
�
;

K1(x; y) = I
�
the random walk paths of gx and gy do not meet

during [s; s+B]
�
;

K2;a(x; y) = I
�
gy is removed during [s; s+ B1]

�
;

K2;b(x; y) = I
�
gx and gy do not meet during [s; s+ B1] and

gy is removed during [s+B1; s+B]
�
:

Note that in the description of J1 and K1 we require that the random walk paths of
gx and gy do not meet. In accordance with our present description of our system,
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there is attached to each particle a random walk path which describes its motion
until the particle is removed. However, the random walk path exists for all times,
even after the removal of the particle. The requirement in the description of J1
and K1 is that the coupled random walk paths of gx and gy do not meet in the
appropriate time interval, even when gx or gy is removed. We then have

I
hX

z

�(z)J(x; y; z) 6= 0
i
� K1(x; y) +K2;a(x; y) +K2;b(x; y);

and

J(x; y; z) � J1(x; y; z) + J2(x; y; z):

The right hand side of (3.7) is therefore bounded by

X
x;y

I`(x; y) eEhX
z

�2(z)
�
J1(x; y; z) + J2(x; y; z)

�i

� eEhK1(x; y) +K2;a(x; y) +K2;b(x; y)
i
: (3.8)

This is the estimate which we shall use for s � t� for a suitable �. For s < t� we
shall use a di�erent estimate.

Each of the six combinations of J 's and K's in (3.8) leads to a contribution to
E[�2

` ] and we estimate each of these contributions. For the time being we consider
values of s � t� for an � 2 (0; 1) to be chosen later.

Contribution of J1K1. By Lemma 11 (see (2.22)) we have

eE[K1] � C1ky � xkp
B + 1

(3.9)

on the event fI`(x; y) = 1g. We also have

eE[J1(x; y; z)]
� Pfx+ S0 and y + S00 do not meet during [0; A] and x+ S0 is at z at time t� sg
= PfS0 and y � x+ S00 do not meet during [0; A] and S0 is at z � x at time t� sg;

(3.10)

where S0 and S00 are two coupled copies of S (in the sense that x+ S0 and y + S00

are coupled as described in Section 2, in the subsection preceding Lemma 11). S0

and S00 are independent of W1; : : : ;W` and w`.
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By means of (3.9) and (3.10) it is easy to estimate the integral of J1K1. Indeed,
by replacing y by x+ v we obtainZ Y

i�`
�i(dWi)

X
x;y

I`(x; y) eEhX
z

�2(z)J1

i eEhK1

i

� C1p
B + 1

Z Y
i�`

�i(dWi)
X
x;v

kvkI`(x; x+ v)
X
z

�2(z)

� PfS0 and v + S00 do not meet during [0; A] and S0 is at z � x at time t� sg:
(3.11)

Because I`(x; x+ v) = 1 can occur only if �(`�1)t=p(x) � 1, we have by (2.5)Z Y
i�`

�i(dWi)I`(x; x+ v) � C2tq(v)

sp
: (3.12)

Substituting this estimate in (3.11) and summing over x shows that (3.11) is at
most

C3t

sp
p
B + 1

X
z

�2(z)
X
v

kvkq(v)PfS0 and v + S00 do not meet during [0; A]g:

Finally, by applying (2.22) to the probability here, and using (1.7) we get that
(3.11) (the contribution of J1K1) is bounded by

C4t

sp
p
(A+ 1)(B + 1)

X
z

�2(z)
X
v

kvk2q(v) � C5t

sp
p
(A+ 1)(B + 1)

X
z

�2(z):

(3.13)

Contribution of J1K2;a.
Note that K2;a(x; y)(W1; : : : ;W`; w`+1; : : : ; wp) = 1 is possible only if there is

a particle at some site u 2 Z
d at time s which meets gy during [s; s + B1]. This

particle which meets gy has to be di�erent from gx and gy. Therefore,

eE[K2;a]

�
X
u

[�(`�1)t=p(u)� �u;x]
+Pfy + S00: and u+ S000: meet during [0; B1]g;

(3.14)

where S00 and S000 are independent copies of the random walk S.
We now considerZ Y

i�`
�i(dWi)

X
x;y

I`(x; y) eEhX
z

�2(z)J1

i eEhK2;a

i
: (3.15)
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We substitute the right hand side of (3.14) for eE[K2;a] and again use (3.10) and
write x+ v for y. We then see that the expression (3.15) is bounded byZ Y

i�`
�i(dWi)

X
x;v

I`(x; x+ v)
X
z

�2(z)

� PfS0 and v + S00 do not meet during [0; A] and S0 is at z � x at time t� sg
�
X
u

[�(`�1)t=p(u)� �u;x]
+Pfx+ v + S00: and u+ S000: meet during [0; B1]g:

(3.16)

Here the pair S0; S00 is as in (3.10) and S000 is a copy of S which is independent of
S0 and S00.

We now use for the �rst time in this section that our system satis�es (1.10).
This is one of the principal new steps in this variance estimate. We use (2.14) to
estimate the following quantity arising in (3.16).Z Y

i�`
�i(dWi)I`(x; x+ v)[�(`�1)t=p(u)� �u;x]

+: (3.17)

First assume u 6= x. Then

I`(x; x+ v)[�(`�1)t=p(u)� �u;x]
+

�MI[x and u are occupied at time (`� 1)t=p]

� I
�
a particle jumps from x to x+ v during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p]

�
:

In this case (2.14) (see also (3.12)) shows that for ` � 2, (3.17) is at most

C6
tq(v)

p[(`� 1)t=p]2
� 4C6

tq(v)

p

1

s2
: (3.18)

If u = x, then

I`(x; x+ v)[�(`�1)t=p(u)� �u;x]
+

�MI[ there are at least 2 particles at x at time (`� 1)t=p]

� I
�
a particle jumps from x to x+ v during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p]

�
;

and we again get (3.18) for ` � 2.
By using (3.17) and (3.18) in (3.16) we �nd that (3.15) is at mostX

z

�2(z)
X
x;v

4C6
tq(v)

p

1

s2

� PfS0 and v + S00 do not meet during [0; A] and S0 is at z � x at time t� sg
�
X
u

Pfx+ v + S00: and u+ S000: meet during [0; B1]g: (3.19)
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We �rst deal withX
u

Pfx+ v + S00: and u+ S000: meet during [0; B1]g: (3.20)

Clearly this sum is independent of x and v. In fact this sum equals the expected
number of u for which u+ S000r = S00r for some r � B1, and this is at most

C7

X
u

E[Lebesgue measure of fr � B1 + 1 : u+ S000r = S0rg]

= C7

Z B1+1

0

X
u

Pfu+ S000r = S0rg dr = C7(B1 + 1): (3.21)

We substitute this estimate in (3.19) and sum over x. This, together with (2.22)
shows that (3.15), the contribution of J1K2;a, is bounded by

X
z

�2(z)C8(B1 + 1)
X
v

tq(v)

p

1

s2
PfS0 and v + S00 do not meet during [0; A]g

� C9

X
z

�2(z)
t

p

B1 + 1

s2
p
A+ 1

(3.22)

(compare (3.13)).

Contribution of J1K2;b. We will now handle the estimate of J1K2;b. In fact, we
will merely point out which adjustments have to be made in the estimate of J1K2;a

and what the result is. First of all the probability in the right hand side of (3.14)
is replaced by

Pfx+S0 and y+S00 do not meet in [0; B1] and y+S00 and u+S000 meet during [B1; B]g:
(3.23)

Here S0; S00 and S000 are as in (3.16). A similar change is made in (3.16), and the
summation over u in (3.19) is replaced byX

u

Pfx+ S0 and x+ v + S00 do not meet in [0; B1]

and x+ v + S00 and u+ S000 meet during [B1; B]g:
(3.24)

Now let, for each vertex u, Su be an independent copy of S. The Su are also taken
independent of S0 and S00. Let R denote the number of u such that x+ v+S00 and
u + Su meet in [B1; B], and V the event that x + S0 and x+ v + S00 do not meet
during [0; B1]. Then the summation (3.24) is equal to

P (V )E[R jV ]:
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However (using translation invariance) it is clear that R is independent of (S00� ; 0 �
� � B1), and hence of V . As in (3.21) we �nd that E[RjV ] � C7(B � B1 + 1) �
C7(B + 1). Further, the probability of V is (by (2.22)), at most C1kvk=

p
B1 + 1.

So the sum (3.24) is bounded by C7C1(B + 1)kvk=pB1 + 1. This takes the place
of the estimate (3.21) for (3.20). As in (3.22) we conclude that the contribution of
J1K2;b is at most

C10

X
z

�2(z)
t

p

B + 1

s2
p
A+ 1

1p
B1 + 1

: (3.25)

Contribution of J2K1. This case is very similar to that of J1K2;a. We leave it
to the reader to check that the contribution of J2K1 is at most

C11

X
z

�2(z)
t

p

A+ 1

s2
p
B + 1

: (3.26)

Contribution of J2K2;a. Analogously to (3.14) we have

eE[J2] �X
eu

[�(`�1)t=p(eu)� �
eu;x]

+Pfy + S00: and eu+ S000: meet during [0; A]

and x+ S0t�s = zg; (3.27)

with S0; S00 and S000 as in (3.16). Now I`(x; x+ v) eEJ2 eEK2;a contains the product

I[x is occupied at time (`� 1)t=p]

� I
�
a particle jumps from x to x+ v during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p]

�
� [�(`�1)t=p(u)� �u;x]

+[�(`�1)t=p(eu)� �
eu;x]

+:

The integral of this product with respect to
Q

j�` �j(dWj) is at most

8>><
>>:

C12tq(v)

ps3
if u 6= eu

C12tq(v)

ps2
if u = eu ; (3.28)

by virtue of (2.14). First we estimate the contribution to

Z Y
j�`

�i(dWj)
X
x;v

I`(x; x+ v) eEhX
z

�2(z)J2
i eE[K2;a] (3.29)
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of the terms with u 6= eu. These terms with u 6= eu contribute at most

C12t

ps3

X
z

�2(z)
X
x;v

q(v)

�
X
eu

Pfx+ v + S00: and eu+ S000: meet during [0; A] and x+ S0t�s = zg

�
X
u

Pfx+ v + S00: and u+ S000: meet during [0; B1]g

� C12C7(B1 + 1)t

ps3

X
z

�2(z)
X
x;v

q(v)

�
X
eu

Pfx+ v + S00: and eu+ S000: meet during [0; A] and x+ S0t�s = zg

=
C12C7(B1 + 1)t

ps3

X
z

�2(z)
X
x;v

q(v)

�
X
u0

Pfx+ v + S00: and x+ u0 + S000: meet during [0; A] and x+ S0t�s = zg

=
C12C7(B1 + 1)t

ps3

X
z

�2(z)
X
x;v

q(v)

�
X
u0

Pfv + S00: and u0 + S000: meet during [0; A] and S0t�s = z � xg;
(3.30)

where in the �rst equality we substituted x+ u0 for eu. We now sum over x; u0 and
v (in this order) to obtain the bound

C13t

ps3

X
z

�2(z)(A+ 1)(B1 + 1) (3.31)

for the contribution to (3.29) of the terms with u 6= eu.
For the terms with u = eu one obtains similarly (again by replacing u by u0 + x

and then summing over x) the bound

C12t

ps2

X
z

�2(z)
X
v

q(v)
X
u0

Pfv + S00: and u0 + S000: meet during [0; A]g

� Pfv + S00: and u0 + S000: meet during [0; B1]g: (3.32)

Now, by well known estimates for the Green function (see Spitzer (1976), Proposi-
tion 26.1) we have for d � 3 and u 2 Zd

PfS00: and u+ S000: meet during [0; A]g
� PfS00r � S000r = u for some r � 0g
� C14

(kuk+ 1)
: (3.33)
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Actually the estimate in Spitzer only holds for 3-dimensional random walk (see
Uchiyama (1998)) and therefore should be applied to a triple of coordinates of the
random walks fS00g and fS000g. It is further well known that for d � 3 and any
n � 0 and z with 2k � kzk < 2k+1

PfkS00r � S000r k > 2k+1 for all r � n+ 22k
��S00n � S000n = zg

� PfkS00n+22k � S000n+22kk � 2k+3
��S00n � S000n = zg

� �1� PfkS00r � S000r k � 2k+1 for some r � 0
��kS000 � S0000 k � 2k+3g�

(3.34)

is bounded away from zero. Note that the last factor can be bounded from below
by looking only at three coordinates, so that we only need the asymptotic behavior
of the Green function in dimension 3. (3.34) easily implies

Efnumber of z with 2k � kzk < 2k+1 ever visited by fS00 � S000gg � C152
2k:

Together with (3.33) this shows that, for �xed v,

X
u0 : 2k�ku0�vk<2k+1

[Pfv + S00: and u0 + S000: meet during [0; A]g]2

� C142
�k X

u : 2k�kuk<2k+1

PfS00r � S000r = u for some r � 0g

� C162
k: (3.35)

Combined with the estimates (3.33) and (3.21) this gives

X
u0

�
Pfv + S00: and u0 + S000: meet during [0; A]g�2

� 1 +
X

k:2k�
p

(A+1)

C162
k

+
C14p
(A+ 1)

X
u0

Pfv + S00: and u0 + S000: meet during [0; A]g

� C17(A+ 1)1=2: (3.36)

Thus, by Schwarz' inequality, the expression (3.32) is at most

C18t

ps2

X
z

�2(z)[(A+ 1)(B1 + 1)]1=4:
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Consequently, the contribution of J2K2;a is

Z Y
i�`

�i(dWi)
X
x;y

I`(x; y) eEhX
z

�2(z)J2

i eE[K2;a]

� C13t

ps3

X
z

�2(z)(A+ 1)(B1 + 1) +
C18t

ps2

X
z

�2(z)[(A+ 1)(B1 + 1)]1=4:
(3.37)

Contribution of J2K2;b. Now we estimate

Z Y
i�`

�i(dWi)
X
x;y

I`(x; y) eEhX
z

�2(z)J2
i eE[K2;b]: (3.38)

Just as in the estimate of the contribution of J1K2;b we have for I`(x; y) = 1,

eE[K2;b]

�
X
u

[�(`�1)t=p(u)� �u;x]
+Pfx+ S0: and y + S00: do not meet in [0; B1]

and y + S00: and u+ S000: meet during [B1; B]g:

We combine this with (3.27) and set y = x+ v as before. We also use the estimate
(3.28). Analogously to (3.30), (3.31), this time using (3.24), (3.25), we then �nd
that the contribution of the terms with u 6= eu to (3.38) is at most

C12

X
x

X
v

X
z

�2(z)tq(v)

ps3

�
X
u;eu

Pfx+ v + S00: and eu+ S000: meet during [0; A] and x+ S0t�s = zg

� Pfx+ S0: and x+ v + S00: do not meet in [0; B1] but

x+ v + S00: and u+ S000: meet during [B1; B]g

� C12C7C1
t

ps3

X
x

X
v

q(v)
X
z

�2(z)
(B + 1)kvkp
(B1 + 1)

�
X
u0

Pfv + S00: and u0 + S000: meet during [0; A] and x+ S0t�s = zg

� C19t(A+ 1)(B + 1)

ps3
p
(B1 + 1)

X
z

�2(z): (3.39)
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Now we estimate the contribution to (3.38) of the terms with u = eu. These
terms contribute at most

C20t

ps2

X
z

�2(z)
X
x;v

q(v)

�
X
u

Pfx+ v + S00: and u+ S000: meet during [0; A] and x+ S0t�s = zg

� Pfx+ S0: and x+ v + S00: do not meet in [0; B1] but

x+ v + S00: and u+ S000: meet during [B1; B]g:
After replacing u by x+ u0 this equals

C20t

ps2

X
z

�2(z)
X
x;v

q(v)

�
X
u0

Pfv + S00: and u0 + S000: meet during [0; A] and S0t�s = z � xg

� PfS0: and v + S00: do not meet in [0; B1] but v + S00: and

u0 + S000: meet during [B1; B]g: (3.40)

Now sum over x to get the bound

C20t

ps2

X
z

�2(z)
X
v

q(v)
X
u0

Pfv + S00: and u0 + S000: meet during [0; A]g

� PfS0: and v + S00: do not meet in [0; B1] but v + S00:
and u0 + S000: meet during [B1; B]g: (3.41)

Now, by using the argument between (3.24) and (3.25), we get similar to (3.36),
for d � 3X

u0

�
PfS0: and v + S00: do not meet in [0; B1] but v + S00:

and u0 + S000: meet during [B1; B]g
�2

� 1 +
X

k:2k�B1=3

C162
k +

C21

(B + 1)1=3

X
u0

PfS0: and v + S00: do not meet

in [0; B1] but v + S00: and u0 + S000: meet during [B1; B]g

� C22(B + 1)1=3 +
C23

(B + 1)1=3
(B + 1)kvkp
(B1 + 1)

= C22(B + 1)1=3 +
C23(B + 1)2=3kvkp

(B1 + 1)
:
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Combining this with (3.36) and using Schwarz' inequality, the expression (3.41) is
at most

C24t

ps2

X
z

�2(z)(A+ 1)1=4
�
(B + 1)1=6 +

(B + 1)1=3

(B1 + 1)1=4
�
:

Together with (3.39) this shows that (3.38) is at most

C19t(A+ 1)(B + 1)

ps3
p
(B1 + 1)

X
z

�2(z)+
C24t

ps2

X
z

�2(z)(A+1)1=4
�
(B+1)1=6+

(B + 1)1=3

(B1 + 1)1=4
�
:

(3.42)

Contribution of terms with large ` to the variance. We now take the above
contributions together. We have postponed the choice of A;B and B1. We now
take A = s2=3 ^ (t� s), and B = s6=7 ^ (t� s) and B1 = B2=3. It is straightforward
to see that for 2 � s � t� t6=7, each of the six contributions (3.13), (3.22), (3.25),
(3.26), (3.37) and (3.42) is at most of order (t=p)

P
z �

2(z)s�71=42. Hence, for `

with 2 � s = `t=p � t� t6=7,

E
�
�2
`

� � C25t

p

X
z

�2(z)
1

s71=42
:

We sum this estimate over all ` for which t� � s = `t=p � t� t6=7 and let p!1.
This yields

lim sup
p!1

X
`:t��`t=p�t�t6=7

E[�2
` ] � C26

X
z

�2(z)
1

t29�=42
: (3.43)

If t� t6=7 � s � t, then s � t. Since, in addition, A � s2=3; B � s6=7, one easily
sees that for t� t6=7 � s � t the terms of largest order among (3.13), (3.22), (3.25),
(3.26), (3.37) and (3.42), are the terms

t

sp
p
(A+ 1)(B + 1)

X
z

�2(z);

which appears in (3.13), and

t

ps2

X
z

�2(z)(A+ 1)1=4(B + 1)1=6;

which appears in (3.37) and (3.42). Taking into account that also A � B � t� s,
we see that the contribution of the terms with t� t6=7 � s = `t=p � t is at most of
order

t

tp

X
z

�2(z)
X

`:t�t6=7�`t=p�t

h
t�2=3 +

�
(t� `t=p) + 1

��1
+

1

t

�
(t� `t=p) + 1

�5=12i

= O
� 1

t7=12

X
z

�2(z)
�
:
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Together with (3.43) we �nally obtain

lim sup
p!1

X
`:t��`t=p

�2
` � C27

X
z

�2(z)
� 1

t29�=42
+

1

t7=12
�
: (3.44)

Contribution of terms with small ` to the variance.

The estimate (3.43) is not good enough for small `. For ` with `t=p � t� (with
� properly chosen later) we use a di�erent estimate. First we go back to (3.7) and
(3.8). We again write s for `t=p. Now we will use that J � L and K2;a+K2;b � K2,
where

L = L(x; z) = I
h
gx is at z at time t

i
and

K2 = K2(y) = I
h
gy is removed during [s; s+ B]

i
:

We then want to estimate

lim inf
p!1

X
`:`t=p�t�

Z Y
i�`

�i(dWi)
X
x;y

I`(x; y) eE�X
z

�2(z)L
� eE�K1 +K2

�
: (3.45)

In this part of the proof we shall take

B = t2�=3: (3.46)

For the contribution of LK1 to (3.45) we do the following. First, from (3.9) we
have that eE[K1] � C1ky � xkp

B + 1
= C1t

��=3ky � xk: (3.47)

To handle the rest of the expression (3.45), suppose that each particle, in addition to
its ordinary clock (which, as said in the subsection on Ghost particles and coupling
in Section 2, tells the particle when to jump), it has a so-called fake clock. Like
the ordinary clocks, the fake clocks ring according to (rate 1) Poisson processes,
independent of the ordinary clocks. They do not inuence (and are not inuenced
by) the movement of the particles and are introduced for theoretical reasons only.
We also associate with each ring of the fake clock a fake jump, which has distribution
q(�) and is independent of all the other variables. No particle actually makes this
jump, but it will appear as a label when we estimate the contribution of LK2.

Because a ghost particle is removed easier than an ordinary particle, and by the
similarity of fake and ordinary clocks, we have thatZ Y

i�`
�i(dWi)

X
x;y

I`(x; y)ky � xk eE�X
z

�2(z)L
�

�
X
x

X
z

�2(z)Pfthe fake clock of a single particle rings in ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p];

this happens at x and the particle is at z at time tg
X
v

kvkq(v):
(3.48)
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Instead of using a decomposition with respect to the location of the fake clock which
rings, we now decompose with respect to the starting position of the particle whose
fake clock rings. We then sum over ` with `t=p � t� and let p to1. The expression
in (3.48) then becomes

X
w

X
z

�2(z)E
h
Rt(w)I

�
the particle which started in w is in z at time t

�iX
v

kvkq(v);

where Rt(w) denotes the numbers of rings between time 0 and t� of the fake clock
of the particle which started in w. Since the fake clocks are independent of the
particle movements, this last expression is equal to

t�
X
w

X
z

�2(z)Pfthe particle starting in w is in z at time tg
X
v

kvkq(v)

= t�
X
z

�2(z)E[�t(z)]
X
v

kvkq(v);

which by (2.5) is bounded by C2t
�=t. Combined with the the estimate (3.47) this

gives the bound

C3t
2�=3�1X

z

�2(z) (3.49)

for the contribution of LK1 in (3.45) to the variance.
We shall now estimate the contribution of LK2 to (3.45). To this end we intro-

duce the quantity

(u) = PfS0: and u+ S000: meet during [0; B]g

(as before, S0 and S000 are independent copies of S). In this notation we get the
following analogue of (3.14):

eE[K2(y)] �
X
u

[�(`�1)t=p(u)� �u;x]
+(u� y):

We therefore have (with y written as x+ v, as before)

X
x;v

I`(x; x+ v)L(x) eE[K2(x+ v)]

�
X
u

X
x;v

(u� x� v)I
�
a particle jumps from x to x+ v during ((`� 1)t=p; lt=p]

�
� I[gx is at z at time t] [�(`�1)t=p(u)� �u;x]

+: (3.50)
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Next we sum this over ` with `t=p � t�. We then see that

X
`:`t=p�t�

Z Y
i�`

�i(dWi)
X
x;y

I`(x; y) eE�X
z

�2(z)L
� eE[K2]

�
X
z

�2(z)
X
u

X
v

X
`:`t=p�t�

X
x

E
n
(u� x� v)[�(`�1)t=p(u)� �u;x]

+

�E
�
I
�
a particle jumps from x to x+ v during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p]

�
� I[gx is at z at time t]

��F(`�1)t=p
	o

: (3.51)

We rewrite the inner conditional expectation by decomposing according to the
starting site of the particle which jumps from x to x+ v. This starting site can be
any w with kwk � N (recall that the initial state is 11(N)). This gives, with �(w)
denoting the particle which started at w,

E
�
I
�
a particle jumps from x to x+ v during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p]

�
� I[gx is at z at time t]

��F(`�1)t=p
	

=
X

kwk�N
E
�
I[�(w) jumps from x to x+ v during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p]

�
� I[gx is at z at time t]

��F(`�1)t=p
	
: (3.52)

This last conditional expectation will now be rewritten by `interchanging gx with
the particle which started at w'. In the conditional expectation in (3.52) we require
that �(w) jumps from x to x + v during ((` � 1)t=p; `t=p]. If this happens, this
particle is then denoted as gx+v and we put another particle in place of �(w) at
x, which is the ghost gx. At time `t=p we therefore have the particles which were

present at time (`� 1)t=p plus a ghost at x+ v (see the de�nition of eE just before
Lemma 12). After this gx has to survive till time t and to end at position z at time
t. The probability of these things happening is at most the probability that the
fake clock of �(w) rings during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p] and that the associated fake jump
equals v, and that further �(w) survives till time t and is at z at time t. We have
merely relabeled gx as �(w) and changed the removal rules by letting �(w) behave
as an ordinary particle and by ignoring the ghost gx+v. These changes only make
it more likely that �(w) survives than that the original gx survives. Thus, the right
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hand side of (3.52) is at most

X
kwk�N

E
�
I[�(w) is at x at time (`� 1)t=p and its fake clock rings during

((`� 1)t=p; `t=p] with associated fake jump v]

� I[�(w) is at z at time t]
��F(`�1)t=p

	
= q(v)

X
kwk�N

E
�
I[�(w) is at x at time (`� 1)t=p

and its fake clock rings during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p]

� I[�(w) is at z at time t]
��F(`�1)t=p

	
:

Note that here and in the sequel \�(w) is at z at time t" is short for \�(w) survives
and is at z at time t". We substitute the last expression for (3.52) and �nd that
the left hand side of (3.51) is at most

X
z

�2(z)
X
u

X
v

q(v)(u� v)
X

kwk�N
E
n X
`:`t=p�t�

X
x

[�(`�1)t=p(x+ u)� �u;0]
+

� I[�(w) is at x at time (`� 1)t=p and its fake clock rings during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p]

� I[�(w) is at z at time t]
o
: (3.53)

Next we want to take the limit as p ! 1 of this expression. To justify taking
the limit inside the expectation and summations we �rst note that

X
`:`t=p�t�

X
x

[�(`�1)t=p(x+ u)� �u;0]
+

� I[�(w) is at x at time (`� 1)t=p and its fake clock rings during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p]

� I[�(w) is at z at time t]

�M
�
number of rings of the fake clock of �(w) during [0; t�]

�
� I[�(w) is at z at time t]:

Since the fake clocks do not inuence the motions of the particles, the expectation
of this bound is at most

Mt�PfSt = z � wg:
Since further (by the estimate (3.21) for (3.20))

X
z

�2(z)
X
u

X
v

q(v)(u� v)
X
w

Mt�PfSt = z � wg <1;
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we can apply the dominated convergence theorem to obtain that the limsup of
(3.51) as p!1 is at mostX

z

�2(z)
X
u

X
v

q(v)(u� v)

�
X

kwk�N
E
n X
r:�r(w)�t�

[��r(w)(yr(w) + u)� �u;0]
+

� I[�(w) is at z at time t]
o
; (3.54)

where we have written �r(w); r = 1; 2; : : : for the successive times at which the fake
clock of �(w) rings and yr(w) for the position of �(w) at time �r(w). We de�ne
further

W (u;w) =
X

r:�r(w)�t�
[��r(w)(yr(w) + u)� �u;0]

+:

Then, for any choice of the constant C4 > 0, we obtain that the right hand side of
(3.54) equalsX

z

�2(z)
X
u

X
v

q(v)(u� v)

�
X

kwk�N
E
�
W (u;w)I[�(w) is at z at time t]

	
�
X
z

�2(z)
X
u

X
v

q(v)(u� v)

�
X

kwk�N
E
�
C4(log t)

4I[�(w) is at z at time t]
	

+
X
z

�2(z)
X
u

X
v

q(v)(u� v)

�
X

kwk�N
E
�
[W (u;w)� C4(log t)

4]+I[�(w) is at z at time t]
	
:

(3.55)

But X
kwk�N

I[�(w) is at z at time t]

is the number of particles at z at time t, when the initial state is 11(N). By lemma
3 its expectation is at most C5=(t+ 1), uniformly in N . The �rst multiple sum in
the right hand side of (3.55) is therefore, for t � 1, at mostX

z

�2(z)
X
u

X
v

q(v)(u� v)
C4C5(log t)

4

t+ 1
� C6(B + 1)(log t)4

t+ 1

X
z

�2(z)

(by the estimate (3.21) for (3.20)) � 2C6t
2�=3�1(log t)4

X
z

�2(z): (3.56)
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We next bound the second multiple sum in the right hand side of (3.55), by
comparison with a slightly modi�ed system of random walks. Fix w with kwk � N
for the moment. Suppose at time 0 we have, apart from the particles which form
the �t-process, an extra particle, which we call e�(w), at w. Thus at time zero we
start with 11(N)(x)+�x;w particles at x. All particles except e�(w) develop according
to the dynamics of the �t-process with initial state 11(N)(�). We denote the system

with these particles by fe�tg. e�(w) performs a random walk feStg which is a copy

of fStg. The motion of e�(w) is independent of the fe�g-system and e�(w) does not
interact at all with this system. There also is a fake (rate one Poisson) clock fore�(w). Then Lemma 1 in Section 2 and the Remark following that lemma imply that

this new system (the fe�g-system together with e�(w)) can be coupled with the old
system starting with 11(N) such that the particle �(w) in the old system is identi�ed
with e�(w) until �(w) is removed, and such that the new system (including e�(w))
is not less than the old system at each space-time point. Now denote the time of
the r-th ring of the fake clock of e�(w) by e�r(w) and the position of e�(w) at timee�r(w) by eyr(w). Also de�ne

fW (u;w) =
X

r:e�r(w)�t�
e�
e�r(w)(eyr(w) + u):

Then we have in particular that

[W (u;w)� C4(log t)
4]+I[�(w) is at z at time t]

lies stochastically below

[fW (u;w)� C4(log t)
4]+I[e�(w) is at z at time t]: (3.57)

Again by Lemma 1, this stochastic domination remains true even if we increase

the initial state of the fe�g-system from 11(N) to 11 (note that this change of initial
condition does have no e�ect on the behavior of e�(w)). After we make this change
we have by translation invariance that the distribution of (3.57) is the same as that
of

[fW (u;0)� C4(log t)
4]+I[e�(0) is at z � w at time t]: (3.58)

Using translation invariance again (and the independence of the particle e�(0) from
the other particles) it is clear that the distribution of (3.58) is the same for each

u. We shall write P (1) for the distribution of the e�-process and the independent

particle e�(0), when the initial state e�0 = 11, and E(1) for expectation with respect

to P (1). Further, we will denote fW (0;0) simply by fW from now on. Then the
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second multiple sum in (3.55) is at most

X
z

�2(z)
X
u

X
v

q(v)(u� v)

�
X

kwk�N
E(1)

�
[fW � C4(log t)

4]+I[e�(0) is at z � w at time t]g

�
X
z

�2(z)
X
u

X
v

q(v)(u� v)E(1)
�
[fW � C4(log t)

4]+
	

�
X
z

�2(z)
X
u

X
v

q(v)(u� v)

�
h
E(1)

�
[fW � C4(log t)

4]2
	i1=2h

P (1)ffW > C4(log t)
4g
i1=2

:
(3.59)

We interrupt to estimate the probability in the second factor in the right hand side
of (3.59) in the following lemma.

Lemma 14. There exist constants 0 < C4; C7 <1 such that

P (1)ffW > C4(log t)
4g � C7

t4
:

Proof. For convenience we assume that t is larger than e. By another domination
argument, (see Lemma 2), it is su�cient to prove that the lemma holds for those
cases where the parameters of the RCRW system satisfy pj = j=M ^ 1 for some
positive integer M .

In this proof we adopt the point of view of the Remark preceding Lemma 7,
that is, we let particles coalesce rather than remove them. We further identify

any particle � in the e�-process at a space-time point (y; s) with the set of original
particles (that is, particles present at time 0) which coalesced to form �. Accordingly
two particles (at di�erent space-time points) are called disjoint if they are formed
by coalescence from two disjoint sets of original particles. For brevity we write e�; e�r
and eyr for e�(0); e�r(0) and eyr(0), respectively.

Now let F be the event that there exists a w such that e� jumps at least
p
C log t

times to a site y which contains (possibly in `coalesced form') the e�-particle which
was originally (at time 0) in position w. Furthermore call a particle counted in

one of the e�
e�r (eyr) a new particle if it is disjoint from all the particles counted in fW

before time e�r. Let G be the event thatfW counts at least
p
C(log t)3 new particles.

For each particle � counted in fW , say at time e�k, there is a �rst time e�` � e�k at
which one of the original particles making up � already appeared in a particle �0

which was counted in e�
e�` . Then �0 was necessarily a new particle. Moreover, the
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whole set of original particles which made up �0 is contained in �. If F does not
occur, then any new particle �0 can be associated to at most

p
C log t particles � in

this manner. Consequently

P (1)ffW > C(log t)4g � P (1)(F ) + P (1)(G): (3.60)

It is easy to get a good bound for F . Indeed, if fS0g and fS000g are two indepen-
dent copies of fSg, as before, then

P (1)(F ) �
X
w

PfS0: and w + S000: meet at least
p
C log t times in [0; t]g

� (1� d)
(
p
C log t�1)X

w

PfS0: and w + S000: meet at least once in [0; t]g

� C8(t+ 1)(1� d)
(
p
C log t�1); (3.61)

where the last inequality follows from (3.21).
To deal with G, let k be the smallest integer such that t0 := 2k log t � t. Clearly

k � 2 log t. Now consider the intervals I0 := [0; log t]; Ij := [2(j�1) log t; 2j log t]; j =
1; : : : ; k. If G occurs, there is a j such that e� meets at least

p
C(log t)2=3 new par-

ticles in Ij . So, if H is the event that in each interval Ij ; 0 � j � k, the fake clock

of e� rings at most C1=4jIjj times, then

P (1)(G) � P (1)(Hc)

+
kX

j=0

P (1)fH occurs and e� meets at least
p
C(log t)2=3 new particles during Ijg:

(3.62)

To handle the second term of (3.62) we condition on the path and the fake clock of e�.
So let the path of e� and the e�r be �xed such that H occurs. Denote the conditional
probabilities, given these data, by P � and the corresponding expectations by E�.
We have (by the upper bound for E(t) in Lemma 3 and the independence of e� of
the other particles) that, for some constant D (which does not depend on C),

E�fthe number of new particles which e� meets during Ijg � DC1=4 log log t:

(In fact, in all intervals except I0 we can even omit the factor log log t). So, by
Markov's inequality,

P �f[the number of new particles met by e� during Ij ] � 2DC1=4 log log tg � 1=2:

Now note that any two new particles are necessarily disjoint. Therefore, if we
denote P �fe� meets at least n new particles during Ijg by P �(j; n), then we have,
by (2.13), for all j and all positive integers n;m,

P �(j; n+m) � P �(j; n)P �(j;m):
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Hence, for large C,

P �fe� meets �
p
C(log t)2=3 new particles during Ijg

� (1=2)

p
C(log t)2=3

4DC1=4 log t = (1=2)
C1=4 log t

12D :

Hence (using k � 2 log t) the second term of (3.62) is at most

3 log t (1=2)
C1=4 log t

12D : (3.63)

Summarizing, we have that P (1)ffW > C(log t)4g is bounded by the sum of (3.61),
the �rst term in the right hand side of (3.62) and (3.63). It is clear that, for C
su�ciently large, (3.61) and (3.63) are both smaller than 1=t4. Further, since the
number of rings of the fake clock of e� during Ij has a Poisson distribution with
mean jIjj, it is well-known that for su�ciently large C the �rst term of (3.62) is
also smaller than 1=t4. The lemma follows. �

We return to the inequality (3.59) and the estimate for the second multiple sum

in the right hand side of (3.55). By the de�nition offW and the fact that �s(x) �M ,
we have fW �M

X
r:e�r�t�

1:

Since the e�r are the jumptimes of a rate-one Poisson process, we haveh
E(1)

�� X
r:e�r�t�

1
�2	i1=2 � C9t

�

and h
E(1)

�
[fW � C4(log t)

4]2
	i1=2 �MC9t

�: (3.64)

This holds for all choices of C4. Finally, we have from the above lemma that we
can choose C4 so large that the last factor in the right hand side of (3.59) is at

most C
1=2
7 t�2. By combining this with (3.59) and (3.64) (also see (3.21)) we �nd

that the second multiple sum in (3.55) is (for a suitable choice of C4) at most
C10t

5�=3�2P
z �

2(z). If we also take (3.56) into account we �nally see that the
contribution of LK2 to (3.45) is at mosth

2C6t
2�=3�1(log t)4 + C10t

5�=3�2
iX

z

�2(z): (3.65)

Remark. So far we have exclusively dealt with bounds for the contribution to
(3.6) of the terms containing J(x; y; z). As remarked before, the terms contain-
ing J 0(x; y; z) can be treated in essentially the same way. Indeed, almost all the
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estimates for the terms coming from J 0 can be handled by interchanging x and y
in the corresponding estimates for the terms coming from J (but one should not
change the x in �u;x in (3.14) to y). There is, however, one term which needs extra

arguments, to wit the term involving eEL(y; z) eEK1(x; y) when s = `t=p � t�. We
need a bound on

lim inf
N!1

lim inf
p!1

X
`:`t=p�t�

Z Y
i�`

�i(dWi)
X
x;y

eE�X
z

�2(z)L(y; z)
� eEK1(x; y): (3.66)

For this term it is desirable to replace the right hand side of (3.47) by C1

�
t��=3ky�

xk ^ 1]. This is clearly permissible, since eEK1 is a probability. From this bound
we see that the integral in (3.66) is at most

C1

X
z

�2(z)
X
x;y

Pfa particle jumps from x to y during ((`� 1)t=p; `t=p]

and ends at z at time tg
�kx� yk

t�=3
^ 1
�
:

After summing over ` such that `t=p � t�, decomposing with respect to the original
position of the particle which jumps from x to y during ((`�1)t=p; `t=p], we obtain
the bound

t��=3
X
z

�2(z)
X
w

EfT (w)I[�(w) is at z at time t]g; (3.67)

for the sum over ` in (3.66), where �(w) is again the particle which starts at w,
�1 < �2 < � � � the successive jumptimes of �(w), yr the corresponding values of
these jumps, and �nally

T (w) = C1

X
�r�t�

�kyrk ^ t�=3�:
It is not di�cult to see (from monotonicity arguments related to Lemma 1) that

lim
N!1

EfT (w)I[�(w) is at z at time t]g

exists and is translation invariant (that is, remains the same when we replace w by
0 and z by z � w). In this way (and using a simple domination argument which
allows to take the limit N !1 inside the summation signs) it follows that (3.66)
is at most

t��=3
X
z

�2(z) lim
N!1

EfT (0)I[�(0) survives till time t]g: (3.68)
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For the remainder of this estimate we drop the argument 0 from the notation.
To bound the right hand side of (3.68) we bound T itself by the sum of the following
four terms:

T1 :=
X

r:�r�t�

�kyrk ^ t�=3�I[kyrk � t�=3];

T2 :=
X

r:�r�t�

�kyrk ^ t�=3�I[number of r with �r � t� is � 2t�];

T3 :=
X

v:kvk<t�=3
kvkq(v)(number of r with �r � t�)

� I[number of r with �r � t� is < 2t�];

T4 :=
��� X
r:�r�t�

�
kyrkI[kyrk < t�=3]�

X
v:kvk<t�=3

kvkq(v)
����

� I[number of r with �r � t� is < 2t�]:

It is quite straightforward to show from the �niteness of
P

v kvk2q(v) that
EfT1I[� survives till time t]g � t2�=3�1 (3.69)

for all large t, and (without using the above moment condition) that

EfT2 + T3gI[� survives till time t]g � C2t
��1; t � 1: (3.70)

To estimate the contribution of T4 we use that

EfT4I[� survives till time t]g
� t�Pf� survives till time tg+EfT4;T4 > t�g

� C3t
��1 +

h
EfT 2

4 gPfT4 > t�g
i1=2

: (3.71)

Since the sizes of the jumps of �(0) are independent of the jump times, it holds
that

EfT 2
4 g � 2t�

X
v

kvk2q(v): (3.72)

Finally (again using the independence of the sizes and times of the jumps) a suitable
application of Bernstein's inequality (see Chow and Teicher (1988), Exercise 4.3.14)
shows that PfT4 > t�g is of (much) smaller order than t��1

It follows from these estimates that, uniformly in N ,

EfT (0)I[�(0) survives till time t] � C5t
��1:

Consequently, the expression in (3.66) is at most

C6

X
z

�2(z)t2�=3�1;

which is of the same order as we found for the contribution of L(x; z)K1(x; y) in
(3.49).
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Final part of the proof of the Proposition. To conclude we take � = 42=57.
We then see that the contributions to the variance from the ` with `t=p � t� (see
(3.43)) and the contributions from the ` with `t=p � t� (see (3.49) and (3.65)) are
at most of order

t�29=57(log t)4
X
z

�2(z);

so that (3.4) follows.
Once we have (3.4) we can, as pointed out in [BK], obtain (3.3) under (3.2) by

using bounded convergence. This completes the proof of the proposition. �

4. An approximate di�erential equation for the expected number of
particles per site.

In this section we start with one particle at each site (�0 = 11) and we write
�t instead of �t(11). We also do not write the superscript (1) to P and E in this
section. We �rst derive a di�erential equation for E(t).

Lemma 15. E(t) is di�erentiable and

d

dt
E(t) = �

X
x2Zd

E
�
�t(0)q(x)p�t(x)

	
: (4.1)

Proof. This can be seen quite easily by a rather straightforward (�rst-order) book-
keeping of the particle movements (and their e�ects) to and from 0 in a small time
interval. See Lemma 9 in [BK] for details. �

The remainder of this section shows that (4.1) can be replaced by

d

dt
E(t) = �C(d)(1 + o(1))E2(t); (4.2)

where o(1) ! 0 as t ! 1. To this end we follow the heuristic outline of the
introduction to approximate Ef�t(0)p�t(x)g for x 6= 0. Throughout we assume
(1.5), (1.6), (1.7), (1.10) and d � 3. We want the estimates to be uniform in
x 6= 0.

Now let fS(x)g; x 2 Zd, be a collection of independent copies of fSg, and de�ne

�(m; y) = Pfs 7! S(0)
s and s 7! �y + S(�y)

s meet exactly m times during [0;1)g
(4.3)

and

D(y) = p1

1X
m=0

(1� p1)
m�(m; y): (4.4)

We also de�ne ��t (u; v) as the number of ordered pairs of distinct particles, the
�rst particle being present at u at time t, and the second particle at v at time t.
Comparison with (2.16) shows immediately that ��t (u; v) � �t(u; v). We remind
the reader that �s was de�ned in (2.6).
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Lemma 16. Let 1 � � � t=2. Then for d � 3 there exists a �(d) > 0 such that
uniformly in y 6= 0,

��Ef�t(0)p�t(y)g �D(y)
X

u;v2Zd
Ef��t��(u; v)g��(u)��(v � y)

��
� C1�t

�3 + C1�
��(d)t�2: (4.5)

Proof. This lemma corresponds with Lemma 13 in [BK] and can be proven in a
similar (but easier) way; �(d) comes from Lemma 12 in [BK], which is a lemma
about independent random walks and is valid for any d � 3. In Lemma 13 of [BK]
it was required that d � 5, and instead of the �rst term in the right hand side
of (4.5) we had C25�[t

�3 _ t�d(1�")=2]. This di�erence is caused by the di�erence
between our present Lemma 9 and its old analogue, Lemma 10 in [BK]. �

Proof of Theorem. Let d � 3. Choose � = t1�� with 0 < � < 1 so small that

(1� �)
d

2
� 3

2
� �

2
; (4.6)

with � as in Proposition 13. Lemmas 15 and 16 then show that there exists some
� = �(d) 2 (0; � ^ �=2) and some constant C3 <1 such that

�� d
dt
E(t) +

X
y

q(y)D(y)
X
u;v

Ef��t��(u; v)g��(u)��(v � y)
�� � C3t

�2�� : (4.7)

In addition, by the de�nition of ��t��(u; v),

X
u;v

��t��(u; v)��(u)��(v � y)

=
X
u

��(u)�t��(u)
X
v

��(v � y)�t��(v)�
X
u

��(u)��(u� y)�t��(u):

Therefore, by (2.5), (3.3) and (2.7), there exists a constant C4, independent of y
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such that ���X
u;v

Ef��t��(u; v)g��(u)��(v � y)

�E
�X

u

��(u)�t��(u)
	
E
�X

v

��(v � y)�t��(v)
	���

�
h
Var

�X
u

��(u)�t��(u)
�
Var

�X
v

��(v � y)�t��(v)
�i1=2

+
C2

t

X
u

��(u)��(u� y)

� C0t
�1=2��X

u

�2�(u) +
C2

t
sup
u
��(u)

� C4
t�1=2��

�d=2
: (4.8)

Substitution of this estimate into (4.7) and use of (4.6) yields�� d
dt
E(t) +

X
y

q(y)D(y)E
�X

u

��(u)�t��(u)
	
E
�X

v

��(v � y)�t��(v)
	��

� C3t
�2�� + C4t

�2��=2 � C5t
�2�� : (4.9)

Moreover, X
y

q(y)D(y) = C(d): (4.10)

Now for �t(y) 6= 0 to occur, there must be at least one particle in the system
at time t � � which moves to y during [t � �; t] without being removed. Similar
arguments as for Lemma 16 (but easier) show that��E�t(y)� E

�X
v

��(v � y)�t��(v)
	��

�
X
v

Efnumber of particles �0 which are at v at time t��

and reach y at time t; but which do coincide with

some other particle � during [t��; t]g
�
X
v

Ef�t��(v; v)g��(v � y)

+ 2
X
v

Z �

0

X
z;z0;w

Ef�t��(v; w)g�s(v � z)�s(w � z0)q(z � z0)���s(z � y)ds

� C6�t
�2 = C6t

�1�� � C6t
�1�� : (4.11)
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This estimate is uniform in y 2 Zd, by translation invariance. Combined with (4.9),
(4.10) and (2.5) this yields

�� d
dt
E(t) + C(d)E2(t)

�� � C7t
�2�� � C8t

��E2(t); t � 1:

Integration now gives

1

E(t)
� 1

E(0)
= �

Z t

0

E�2(s)
dE(s)

ds
ds = C(d)t+O(t1��);

from which (1.11) follows (see (2.18)).
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